Hello!

We’re GO Transit, a network of trains and buses serving the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA). We’re proud to be your travelling partner, connecting you with every municipal transit system – making it easier for you to get where you need to go.

Plan Your Trip

Getting around couldn’t be easier as we’ve got the tools to empower you to become an informed rider. For system maps, routes, schedules and fares, visit gotransit.com. Just enter your start and end location to plan your trip!

GO connects with all 17 municipal transit providers, offering coordinated services and discounted fares when transferring to and from many of the local systems. To plan a trip with local transit connections visit triplinx.ca.

Safety

Once you’re on board, relax, you’re travelling on one of the safest transit systems. Our Transit Safety Officers offer friendly customer assistance while making sure you are safe at all times. But if you ever need help, Transit Safety Dispatch is available 24/7 at 1-877-297-0642.

PRESTO

Paying for your ride on GO is easy with PRESTO. Enjoy seamless travel and benefit from the lowest fares with our electronic fare card. Get it, load it, tap it.

Our Trains & Buses

GO’s seven train lines cover a lot of territory – check out the map to see all the communities we connect.

Our bus routes link with our trains and provide another option for you to stay mobile and enjoy the local sights.

Bike to GO

Leave your car at home as all of our buses have two bike racks and most of our stations have bike shelters. Our trains are bike-friendly, too. You can bring your bike aboard except when it’s super busy - like during rush hour.

Parking

Parking is available at most GO stations. We also offer reserved parking, designated carpool parking, Kiss’n’Ride passenger drop-off and accessible parking.

Stations

There are currently 66 GO Stations and many of these have service desks where you can buy tickets or PRESTO cards and get travel help from Station Attendants. Many stations are equipped with washrooms, phones and refreshment kiosks. Visit gotransit.com/stations to find out what’s available at your stop.

Contact Us

@GOtransit

gotransitofficial

1-888-438-6646
Accessibility

GO buses have "kneeling" features for easy boarding and exiting. All GO drivers are trained to operate the wheelchair lift/ramp and to secure wheeled mobility aids inside the bus. Every GO Train has an accessible rail car. These cars are equipped with accessibility features that allow passengers with disabilities to enter and exit the trains easily, as well as having priority seating areas.

We’re Growing

With leadership from Metrolinx, we’re bringing more transit to the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA).

For the last 50 years, GO Transit has helped communities flourish, allowing people the freedom to choose where they want to live, while providing easy access to the city for commuters living outside the GTHA. As the region continues to grow, we continue to grow with it.

In fact, Metrolinx is working on the biggest transit expansion in Canadian history – with a commitment to new GO Stations, extended hours, and all-day, two-way service, every 15-minutes along major routes by 2025. We’re transforming GO from a rush hour commuter service to a robust rapid rail system – giving you more ways to connect to the things that matter. Check out our Regional Transportation Plan bringing us all the way to 2041 at metrolinx.com/theplan.